
Master in
International

Studies

The two-year Master in International
Studies (MAIS) provides you with the
key tools to understand the
complexities of today's international
politics, thanks to the variety of
perspectives and analytical frameworks
that you will be trained to use in the
classroom.

Key Facts

120 ECTS programme 

Support in professional development

Wide choice of internships
(including the MAECI-CRUI
internship at the Italian Foreign
Ministry)

Study and research abroad:
Erasmus and dual degrees

Reasonable tuition fees 

Support in locating housing &
information on living in Rome 

An international student body

Contact Us

Roma Tre University
Department of Political Science
Via Gabriello Chiabrera 199
IT-00145 Roma

Contact: Leila Tavi
Phone: +39/06-57335270
Email: rise.sp@uniroma3.it

Connect with us 

Coordination of the MAIS
Prof. Leopoldo Nuti 
Faculty Committee Coordinator
leopoldo.nuti@uniroma3.it

Prof. Marilena Gala 
MA Programme Coordinator
marilena.gala@uniroma3.it

Prof. Francesco Maiolo 
MA Programme Tutor
francesco.maiolo@uniroma3.it



Why Roma Tre University?

Roma Tre University is a young university for
young people. Founded in 1992, it has rapidly
grown both in number of students and courses,
and today features 13 departments.

Among its founding values are the development
and dissemination of knowledge, the promotion
of high-quality international research, excellence
in advanced education, as well as environmental
protection, international solidarity, gender
equality, and the encouragement of merit.

Roma Tre is a dynamic, modern and international
university, which is also playing a major role in
the urban regeneration of the city by converting
abandoned industrial buildings into factories of
knowledge and by connecting Rome to the world.

MAIS at a glance

The MAIS programme is designed to prepare
students for a career in diplomacy, international
organizations, NGOs, business, and research. Its
core study areas are International History,
International Relations, International
Macroeconomics, and International Law.

Students can specialize in such topics as: war,
peace and international security; environmental
policy; human rights; development; trade and
financial regulation; diplomacy; migration and
refugees; and the role of international
organizations.

You can also choose to study a variety of
languages such as French, German, Spanish as
well as Arabic, Russian, and Chinese.

The Department

Our Department of Political Science at Roma Tre

University offers one of the few MA programmes in

International Studies in Italy entirely taught in

English. Our international faculty offers a wide

range of high-quality research and teaching in

diverse disciplines, with regional specializations in

European, North and South American, Middle

Eastern, Asian, and African studies. 

The Department is conveniently located in a state-

of-the-art building with smart classrooms in the

San Paolo district. It is close to the city centre and

next to two metro stops (the Colosseum is 4 metro

stops away). 


